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Abstract: We examine the 2002 Yakutsk wildfire event and simulate the impacts of smoke aerosols
on local radiative energy budget, using the WRF-Chem-SMOKE model. When comparing satellite
retrievals (the Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) dataset) with model simulations, we found that
the agreement is generally good, except for the regions where the model predicts too few clouds
or SRB misclassifies strong smoke plumes as clouds. We also found that the smoke-induced
changes in upward shortwave fluxes at top of atmosphere (TOA) vary under different burning
and meteorological conditions. In the first period of the fire season (9–12 August), smoke particles
cause a warming effect around 3 W/m2, mainly through functioning as ice nuclei, which deplete
the cloud water amount in the frontal system. At the beginning of the second period of the fire
season (19–20 August), large amounts of pre-existing smoke particles cause a strong cooling effect
of −8 W/m2. This is offset by the warming effect caused by relatively small amounts of cloud
condensation nuclei increases, which promotes the rain formation and depletes the cloud water
amount. After the cloud decks are well mixed with smoke plumes (21–22 August), the first indirect
and direct effects of smoke together lead to a cooling of −10 W/m2. These results highlight the
importance of meso-scale modeling efforts in estimating the smoke-induced changes in the radiative
energy budget over high latitudes.
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1. Introduction

Smoke aerosols emitted from wildfires in Siberia, Russia, can significantly affect the radiative
energy budget over Europe and high latitude regions [1–3], directly via scattering and absorbing
solar radiation (the direct effect) [4,5], and indirectly via altering cloud properties and the albedo
(the indirect effect) [6,7]. The climate modeling results in [8] demonstrate that, over Siberia, the direct
and indirect effects of smoke aerosols are as high as +1 W/m2 and −3 to −5 W/m2, respectively.
However, it should be noted that, during the fire season in Siberia, smoke aerosols mainly interact with
convective clouds associated with extratropical cyclones [9]. It is very challenging, if not impossible,
for climate models to properly simulate the dynamics and thermodynamic characteristics of cyclones,
because of the hydrostatic assumption and the relatively large grid spacing.

A few meso-scale modeling studies estimated the direct radiative effect of smoke aerosols over
Russia, e.g., [10,11]. These studies focused on the most intense fire periods (a few days), and reported
the daily averaged direct radiative effect of BB (biomass burning) aerosols as high as 70–150 W/m2.
Although the results demonstrate the importance of smoke aerosols in altering the local radiative
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energy budget, these effects cannot be directly compared to the climatic effect of smoke aerosols
estimated in [8]. To account for the large variability in daily fire activities over Siberia/Russia, at least
one fire season, for instance, one month of the simulation is required for a thorough estimation of the
direct radiative effect of smoke aerosols. Another shortcoming in these studies is that the impacts
of smoke aerosols on cloud macro- and micro-physical properties are entirely or partially ignored.
Without an accurate prediction of cloud fields in the domain, estimated direct radiative effect is biased
(e.g., see discussions in [4]).

In our previous study [12] (hereinafter referred to as LS17), we simulated the 2002 Yakutsk
wildfire case, using the WRF-Chem-SMOKE model [13] and examined the impacts of smoke on cloud
properties. We found that, in different fire periods and under different meteorological conditions,
the smoke-induced changes in cloud fields can be quite different, depending on the way that smoke
plumes interact with cyclone-frontal systems. For instance, if a relatively large amount of the cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) but a relatively small amount of ice nuclei (IN) are activated from smoke
particles, the cloud cells acquire longer lifetime and travel further downwind. Meanwhile, if both the
large amount of CCN and IN are activated, the changes in the lifetime of cloud cells are small, but the
locations of cloud cells will be significantly altered. This result indicates that a mesoscale modeling
approach is required to properly and accurately estimate aerosol indirect effects and smoke-induced
changes in the radiative energy budget over high latitudes.

In this study, we examine the WRF-Chem-SMOKE simulation of the 2002 Yakutsk wildfires event
and focus on smoke-induced changes in the radiative energy budget. In Section 2, we discuss the
modeling methodology, including how model is configured and how two simulation cases are designed,
and describe satellite products used in this study. In Section 3, we first evaluate modeled upward
shortwave fluxes at TOA (SWTOA↑) against satellite products, and then examine the smoke-induced
changes in SWTOA↑ in two different fire periods. Finally, we conclude our main findings in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. Model Configuration

The model setup and the configuration are exactly the same as in LS17. Here, we briefly describe
how we configure and initialize the WRF-Chem-SMOKE model [13], which is built on the basis of the
public WRF-Chem v3.3.1 model [14]. Our model domain is centered over Yakutsk, Russia (around
62◦ N, 130◦ E), covering a vast area of 4210 km (west-east) by 1810 km (north-south), with the 5 km
horizontal resolution and 37 vertical layers. (The domain is shown in Figure 1 of LS17.) The model
simulation is initialized with the FNL (final) reanalysis data (https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds083.2/)
and run from 1 August to 31 August 2002.

In the model, smoke aerosols are calculated by the MOSAIC 8-bin aerosol module [15], and treated
as an internal mixture of black carbon (BC), organic matter (OM), and other inorganic matter (OIN).
Smoke emissions are prepared based on the fire radiative power (FRP) technique [16]. By reconstructing
the fire diurnal activity from active fires observed by MODIS onboard Terra and Aqua satellites,
we prepare hourly smoke emission datasets as inputs for the WRF-Chem-SMOKE model. The radiative
effect (smoke as a shortwave (SW) absorber) and microphysical effect (smoke as cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN)) of smoke particles are fully coupled with the Goddard SW radiation
scheme [17,18] and the Morrison two-moment microphysical scheme [19]. Therefore, the direct and
indirect effects of smoke aerosols are fully considered in this study.

In order to elucidate the effect of smoke aerosols on the radiative budget, we conduct two
modeling cases: a reference case with all effects of smoke aerosols considered (SMOKE) and a
smoke-free case (CLEAN) for comparison purposes.

https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds083.2/
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Figure 1. Scatter plot of modeled daily SWTOA↑ (shortwave TOA) versus Surface Radiation Budget 
(SRB) daily SWTOA↑ (unit: W/m2). Dashed line and solid line represent 1:1 line and regression line, 
respectively. 
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In our study, we compare modeled radiative fluxes against the Global Energy and Water 
Exchange (GEWEX)-Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) version 3.0 dataset 
(https://gewex-srb.larc.nasa.gov/). The SRB datasets are derived based on two SW algorithms [20,21] 
and one LW algorithm [22] with cloud and radiance inputs from the International Satellite Cloud 
Climatology Project (ISCCP) and meteorological inputs from GMAO reanalysis dataset 
(http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The SRB dataset provides radiative fluxes such as upward shortwave 
fluxes at TOA (SWTOA↑) and downward shortwave fluxes at the surface (SWSFC↓) every 3 hours at a 
spatial resolution of 1° × 1°. 

3. Results: Assessment of the Impact of Smoke on Radiation 

Burning and meteorological conditions during the 2002 Yakutsk wildfire season are thoroughly 
discussed in LS17. Mainly, there were two distinguishable fire periods: the fire period 1 (FP1, from 1 
August to 11 August) and the fire period 2 (FP2, from 12 August to the end of August). During FP1, 
relatively small amounts of smoke particles were swirled into a relatively strong frontal system 
(FS1). In the beginning of FP2, the domain was under the influence of the strong blocking 
high-pressure system. Large amounts of smoke particles were released during this period interacted 
with a relatively weak frontal system (FS2), coming from the west of the domain later. 

3.1. Comporison of Modeled Radiative Fluxs against the SRB Dataset 

Firstly, in Figure 1 we compare the SRB SWTOA↑ and SWTOA↑ modeled by the SMOKE case for 
the entire simulation period (30 days). Please note that here we used positive values to represent 
SWTOA↑. Since we output modeled variables every two hours in contrast to the 3-h temporal 
resolution of the SRB dataset, for each day, we calculated the daily SWTOA↑ by averaging the SWTOA↑ 
at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC. In addition, to accommodate the spatial resolutions of the model 
grid and SRB dataset, we averaged all the model grids within each 1° × 1° grid. In total, 44,370 pairs 
of modeled daily SWTOA↑ and SRB daily SWTOA↑ are labeled in the scatter plot as shown in Figure 1. 
To compare modeled and SRB values, we conduct a regression analysis. The regression line, as 

Figure 1. Scatter plot of modeled daily SWTOA↑ (shortwave TOA) versus Surface Radiation Budget
(SRB) daily SWTOA↑ (unit: W/m2). Dashed line and solid line represent 1:1 line and regression
line, respectively.

2.2. Remote Sensing Data

In our study, we compare modeled radiative fluxes against the Global Energy and Water Exchange
(GEWEX)-Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) version 3.0 dataset (https://gewex-srb.larc.nasa.gov/).
The SRB datasets are derived based on two SW algorithms [20,21] and one LW algorithm [22]
with cloud and radiance inputs from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP)
and meteorological inputs from GMAO reanalysis dataset (http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The SRB
dataset provides radiative fluxes such as upward shortwave fluxes at TOA (SWTOA↑) and downward
shortwave fluxes at the surface (SWSFC↓) every 3 hours at a spatial resolution of 1◦ × 1◦.

3. Results: Assessment of the Impact of Smoke on Radiation

Burning and meteorological conditions during the 2002 Yakutsk wildfire season are thoroughly
discussed in LS17. Mainly, there were two distinguishable fire periods: the fire period 1 (FP1, from
1 August to 11 August) and the fire period 2 (FP2, from 12 August to the end of August). During FP1,
relatively small amounts of smoke particles were swirled into a relatively strong frontal system (FS1).
In the beginning of FP2, the domain was under the influence of the strong blocking high-pressure
system. Large amounts of smoke particles were released during this period interacted with a relatively
weak frontal system (FS2), coming from the west of the domain later.

3.1. Comporison of Modeled Radiative Fluxs against the SRB Dataset

Firstly, in Figure 1 we compare the SRB SWTOA↑ and SWTOA↑modeled by the SMOKE case for the
entire simulation period (30 days). Please note that here we used positive values to represent SWTOA↑.
Since we output modeled variables every two hours in contrast to the 3-h temporal resolution of the
SRB dataset, for each day, we calculated the daily SWTOA↑ by averaging the SWTOA↑ at 0000, 0600,
1200, and 1800 UTC. In addition, to accommodate the spatial resolutions of the model grid and SRB
dataset, we averaged all the model grids within each 1◦ × 1◦ grid. In total, 44,370 pairs of modeled
daily SWTOA↑ and SRB daily SWTOA↑ are labeled in the scatter plot as shown in Figure 1. To compare

https://gewex-srb.larc.nasa.gov/
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modeled and SRB values, we conduct a regression analysis. The regression line, as shown by the
black line in Figure 1, is set to pass (0,0) point. The regression coefficient between modeled and SRB
daily SWTOA↑ equals 0.76, which indicates that the model tends to underestimate the magnitude
of SWTOA↑. The fact that modeled SWTOA↑ is lower than SRB retrievals is very likely due to “too
few, too bright” clouds modeled by numerical models [23], as in WRF-Chem-SMOKE. For example,
our result is very similar to the study conducted in [24], which examines the radiative forcing of smoke
in the Amazonia region using the WRF-Chem model. They found that modeled daily SWSFC↓ is 10%
larger than SRB SWSFC↓, mainly due to optical thin clouds produced by the model. The smaller daily
SWTOA↑ (e.g., the points below the regression line) in our study can be explained by the same reason.

Another possible explanation for the smaller magnitude of modeled daily SWTOA↑ compared
to the SRB daily SWTOA↑ is due to the fact that SRB misclassifies the strong smoke plumes as cloud
layers. Strictly speaking, the SRB dataset (v3.0) does not account for the real-time aerosol/smoke field,
but only considers the standard aerosol profiles. Figure 2 shows the SRB cloud fraction field at 0600
UTC on 19 August 2002. The SRB cloud fractions are retrieved from ISCCP and used as inputs in
the SRB dataset. Compared to the true color image shown in Figure 3, we find that the SRB dataset
classifies many 1◦ × 1◦ grids as having a cloud fraction higher than 0.95. However, the 1◦ × 1◦ grids
in two regions (62◦ N–66◦ N, 115◦ E–125◦ E and 67◦ N–73◦ N, 110◦ E–150◦ E) are actually covered by
strong smoke plumes. Because of the higher reflectivity associated with cloud pixels as compared to
smoke pixels, the SRB dataset tends to overestimate SWTOA↑.
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https://ladsweb.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/).

In order to prove our reasoning above, we further generated two more scatter plots, in which the
SRB and modeled daily SWTOA↑ pairs were screened by different criteria. Firstly, we calculated the
modeled cloud fractions, which are assumed as the ratios of the number of model grids with daily
averaged total water path (TWP, only 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC; four time steps) larger than
0.1 kg/m2 to the total number of model grids in each 1◦ × 1◦ grid. In Figure 4a, we label the SRB
and modeled daily SWTOA↑ pairs, if the absolute differences between SRB retrieved cloud fraction
and modeled cloud fractions are smaller than 0.05. The regression and correlation analyses, as well
as average values, show that the modeled daily SWTOA↑ are reasonably modeled compared to SRB.
In addition to all-sky radiative fluxes discussed above, the SRB dataset also provides clear-sky radiative
fluxes, which are calculated by assuming the absence of clouds. Therefore, we select the modeled daily
SWTOA↑ with daily averaged TWP and AOD in the 1◦ × 1◦ grid (only 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC;
four time steps), which are below 0.1 kg/m2 and 0.01, respectively, and compare the values against
the clear-sky SRB daily SWTOA↑ in Figure 4b. Again, the statistical analyses show a good agreement
between model simulation and the SRB dataset. These results highlight the importance of reasonable
representations of modeled cloud properties.
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3.2. The Impact of Smoke on Radiative Fluxes during the Fire Period 1

Figure 5 shows SRB radiative fluxes in the first column and radiative fluxes modeled by SMOKE
and CLEAN in the second and third columns at 0600 UTC on 9, 10 and 12 August. On 9 August, smoke
plumes are located around 60◦ N–65◦ N, 125◦ E–135◦ E. In this region, the values of SWTOA↑ in the
SRB dataset are around 150–200 W/m2 as shown in Figure 5a, while SWTOA↑ produced by the SMOKE
and CLEAN cases, as shown in Figure 5b,c, are 175–250 W/m2 and 50–100 W/m2, the difference
between which can be interpreted as the smoke direct radiative forcing in this region. When examining
the SWTOA↑ associated with the frontal system (FS1 in LS17), we found that no significant difference
exists between SMOKE and CLEAN, and both cases underestimate the magnitudes and the horizontal
extents of SWTOA↑ compared to the SRB dataset.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 13 
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On 10 August 2002, according to the SRB dataset, values of SWTOA↑ behind (to the west of) FS1 
are around 250–450 W/m2. These fairly high values are due to the presence of stratocumulus clouds 
behind the frontal system as shown in the MODIS true color image in Figure 7. However, both 
SMOKE and CLEAN fail to produce a considerable amount of the cloud coverage, which eventually 
causes underestimated SWTOA↑ behind FS1 on 10 August.  

Figure 5. (a) SRB SWTOA↑, (b) SWTOA↑modeled by SMOKE and (c) CLEAN during FP1 at 0600 UTC
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during FP1 at 0600 UTC on 11 August 2002. The white circle on (b) indicates the regions with large
number of fires. The white line on (e) shows the cross-section as discussed in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Smoke-induced changes in microphysical properties (SMOKE-CLEAN) along cross sections
for 0600 UTC 10 August. (a) Differences in CWC (g/m3, brown-green), RWC (g/m3, purple-red),
and column-integrated CDNC (red lines); (b) difference in IWC (dg/m3, brown-green), SWC (g/m3,
purple-red), and column-integrated IN (red lines). Black lines indicate terrain height. CWC, cloud
water content; RWC, rain water content; CDNC, cloud droplet number concentration; IWC, ice water
content; SWC, snow water content; IN, ice nuclei.
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By 0600 UTC 10 August, smoke particles have almost been swirled in FS1. As smoke particles
being activated as CCN and IN (shown in Figure 4 in LS17), they strongly affect radiation fields via
the indirect aerosol effect. The spatial distributions of SWTOA↑ modeled by SMOKE and CLEAN
(shown in Figure 5e,f, respectively) significantly differ from each other in the lower portion of FS1.
In particular, the lower portion of FS1 in CLEAN has the cloud coverage with the larger horizontal
extent and appears further downwind. Comparing against the SRB dataset, we find that the SMOKE
case performs much better in terms of simulating the spatial distributions of SWTOA↑. In order to
explain how smoke, via functioning as CCN and IN, induces such differences in cloud properties and
resulting SWTOA↑, we examine the smoke-induced changes in cloud properties along the cross-section
labeled in Figure 5e (as shown by the white line from 131◦ E, 61◦ N to 137◦ E, 61◦ N).

Similar to Figure 6 in LS17, Figure 6 in this study shows smoke-induced changes in cloud water
content, rain water content, ice water content, and snow water content (CWC, RWC, IWC, and SWC)
in color contours as well as column-integrated cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) and IN
in curve lines at 0600 UTC on 10 August 2002. As shown in Figure 6a,b, the CLEAN case produces a
cloud cell with a large amount of RWC and SWC at 135 km along the X-axis, while the corresponding
cloud cell in SMOKE, located around 145 km along the X-axis, contains a moderate amount of RWC,
but it lacks the strong vertical development and SWC. This is probably due to the high CDNC,
which suppress the collision-coalescence and riming processes in this region. As shown in Figure 6b,
we find that a relatively large amount of IN is activated at the forward edge of the lower portion of
FS1. As a result, the higher IN concentration promotes the formation of SWC and quickly depletes
the water content in this region. In contrast, CLEAN produces a layer with a moderate amount of
CWC. Therefore, the combined effects of CDNC and IN lead to the smoke-induced changes in cloud
properties, which further cause differences in SWTOA↑ as shown in Figure 5e,f.

On 10 August 2002, according to the SRB dataset, values of SWTOA↑ behind (to the west of) FS1
are around 250–450 W/m2. These fairly high values are due to the presence of stratocumulus clouds
behind the frontal system as shown in the MODIS true color image in Figure 7. However, both SMOKE
and CLEAN fail to produce a considerable amount of the cloud coverage, which eventually causes
underestimated SWTOA↑ behind FS1 on 10 August.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 13 
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As discussed in LS17, by the time of 0400~0600 UTC 12 August 2002, the upper portion of FS1 has
developed into a sub-polar vortex, while the lower portion of FS1 has become a mid-latitude cyclone
system. As shown in Figure 5g, the magnitudes of SWTOA↑ associated with the mid-latitude cyclone
are around 300~450 W/m2. (Values of SWTOA↑ in only a few 1◦ × 1◦ grids are higher than 450 W/m2.)
When examining the SWTOA↑modeled by SMOKE and CLEAN in the same region, we find that the
magnitudes in both cases are higher than 450 W/m2, but lower than 600 W/m2 as shown in Figure 5h,i.
However, it should be noted that the performance by SMOKE exceeds that by CLEAN on 12 August,
since SMOKE produces fewer model grids with SWTOA↑ higher than 450 W/m2. This is probably due
to the fact that IN activated from smoke particles keep depleting the cloud water within the cyclone.

3.3. The Impact of Smoke on Radiative Fluxes during the Fire Period 2

On 19 August, dense smoke plumes cover a vast region and exert the significant radiative
forcing at TOA and the surface. Meanwhile, around the western and eastern edges of the blocking
high-pressure system, where the pressure cap is relatively weak, two cloud decks (shallow convections)
appear, which are contaminated by smoke particles. The smoke-induced changes in radiative fluxes
via the direct and indirect aerosol effects on 19 August and the following two days will be the focus of
this section.

At 0600 UTC on 19 August, the SRB SWTOA↑ associated with the smoke plumes are around
175~250 W/m2, as shown in Figure 8a. It should be noted that the SRB SWTOA↑ are calculated by
assuming the smoke plumes as clouds. Comparing against the SRB dataset, we find that the SMOKE
case successfully reproduces the magnitudes and the spatial distribution of the SWTOA↑ field below 67◦

N, between 110◦ E~130◦ E, as shown in Figure 8b; however, SMOKE significantly underestimates the
magnitudes of SWTOA↑ above 67◦ N, between 110◦ E and 125◦ E by about 100 W/m2. The difference
between SRB and modeled SWTOA↑ is probably due to the false assumption of cloud layers in the SRB
dataset or underestimations in modeled smoke AODs in this region. Apparently, the CLEAN case
does not reproduce the SWTOA↑ associated with the smoke plume.
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As shown in Figure 8b, around the eastern edge of the blocking high-pressure system, the liquid-
phase cloud deck, which stretches from west (130◦ E) to east (150◦ E) along 68◦ N, is greatly affected
by smoke particles. As shown in Figure 9a, large amounts of CDNC are activated from smoke particles
within this cloud deck at 0600 UTC on 19 August. Due to the first indirect aerosol effect, the cloud deck
in the SMOKE case becomes more reflective than the one in the CLEAN case. As a result, the values of
SWTOA↑ produced by SMOKE are around 250 W/m2, which are much closer to the SRB SWTOA↑ as
compared to CLEAN in this region.
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When examining the cloud deck around the western edge of the blocking high-pressure system
(from 67◦ N 100◦ E to 56◦ N 115◦ E), we find that this cloud deck, which is also in the liquid phase,
is contaminated by a relatively small amount of smoke particles. Consequently, column-integrated
CDNC activated from smoke particles are relatively low in this area (~4 × 1010 m−2). The values
of SRB SWTOA↑ associated with this cloud deck are generally within 450–600 W/m2 as shown in
Figure 8a. Therefore, we find that the SMOKE case performs better than the CLEAN case in simulating
SWTOA↑, since the latter predicts too many model grids with SWTOA↑ higher than 600 W/m2 as shown
in Figure 8c. In order to interpret smoke-induced changes in SWTOA↑, we examine smoke-induced
changes in cloud properties (CWC, RWC, and column-integrated CDNC) along the cross-sections
labeled in Figure 8b at 0600 UTC on 19 August. As shown in Figure 10, relatively low CDNC in the
SMOKE case actually promote the rain formation, while more CWC is predicted by the CLEAN case
in the cloud deck. Therefore, the cloud deck in the SMOKE case is optically thinner and less reflective
than the one in CLEAN.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 13 
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During the following two days (20 and 21 August), the direct aerosol effect of smoke remains
significant. For example, magnitudes of SRB SWTOA↑ associated with the smoke plumes are still
around 175–250 W/m2. The SMOKE case performs reasonably in predicting the magnitudes and the
spatial distributions of radiative fluxes associated with the smoke plumes. The intensity of the cloud
deck around the western edge of the blocking high-pressure system weakens on 20 and 21 August.
For example, we find that the number of 1◦ × 1◦ grids with SRB SWTOA↑ higher than 450 W/m2

declines on 20 August compared to the previous day, and the shallow convective clouds degrade to
stratocumulus clouds on 21 August. Comparing the SWTOA↑modeled by SMOKE and CLEAN against
the SRB dataset on 20 and 21 August, we find that the SMOKE case performs much better than the
CLEAN case in simulating the SWTOA↑ associated with the cloud deck around the western edge of the
blocking high-pressure system. Specifically, similar to the previous day on 19 August, the CLEAN
case overestimates the number of model grids with SWTOA↑ higher than 600 W/m2 on 20 August
as shown in Figure 8f. On 21 August, however, the CLEAN case underestimates the magnitudes of
SWTOA↑ associated with the cloud deck between 90◦ E and 100◦ E below 65◦ N by 100–200 W/m2 as
shown in Figure 8i. This is due to the fact that the stratocumulus clouds have been well mixed with the
smoke plume by 21 August. High CDNC are activated from the smoke particles as shown in Figure 9b.
Due to the first indirect aerosol effect, the albedo of the cloud deck in the SMOKE was higher.

Although the microphysical effect of smoke is the focus of our study, we cannot rule out the
importance of the semi-direct or the radiative effect of smoke. Here, we show one example of how
the semi-direct effect of smoke completely suppresses the development of one short-lived shallow
cloud deck. As shown in Figure 8c, the white square highlights one liquid-phase shallow cloud deck,
which is only predicted by the CLEAN case at 0600 UTC on 19 August. The cloud deck has a cloud
lifetime of less than 2 h, since it does not appear in the CLEAN case at 0400 UTC. In the same area,
the SMOKE case predicts heavy smoke plumes for a few days. Therefore, in order to interpret the
semi-direct effect of smoke on this cloud deck, we examine the difference in area-averaged heating
profiles at 0400 UTC between SMOKE and CLEAN in Figure 11. Apparently, the strong smoke plumes
in this area significantly heat the atmosphere. The difference in area-averaged heating profiles between
the two cases peaked around 2 km above the terrain. As a result, very likely due to the stability of
the atmosphere being increased by the presence of smoke, the development of the cloud deck was
completely suppressed in the SMOKE case.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we simulated the radiative forcing induced by large amounts of smoke particles
released from the 2002 Yakutsk wildfire event, using the WRF-Chem-SMOKE model. By comparing
against satellite retrievals, we found that model performs reasonably well in reproducing the radiation
fields during the fire season considered.

We also examined the smoke-induced changes in radiative fluxes during the different periods of
one fire season. We found that the relative importance of the direct and indirect aerosol effects of smoke
varies under different fire regimes and meteorological conditions. Moreover, the indirect aerosol effect
can either offset or add to the direct aerosol effect, depending on the CDNC/IN regimes. Therefore,
it is critical to determine the total effect of smoke on the radiation fields. In order to summarize our
findings, we calculated the smoke-induced changes in domain-averaged SWTOA↑ at 0600 UTC for
four consecutive days for both FP1 and FP2, and defined these values as the total aerosol radiative
effect (TARE). (It should be noted that we added a minus sign to the values so that the negative
values correspond to the cooling effect.) In addition, we calculated the smoke-induced changes in
domain-averaged SWTOA↑, but only for the model grids with a very small amount of cloudiness
(TWP < 0.01 kg/m2, in both CLEAN and SMOKE), and defined the value as the direct aerosol radiative
effect (DARE). The time series of TARE (red lines) and DARE (blue lines) for FP1 and FP2 are shown
in Figure 12a,b, respectively. During FP1 (from 9 to 12 August), the direct effect of smoke causes a
slight cooling effect at TOA. By 11 August, nearly all smoke particles emitted during FR1 have been
swirled into the frontal system completely; therefore, the DARE value is close to zero on this day.
When examining TARE, we found that the value remains positive across four days. This indicates
that the indirect aerosol effect competes with and exceeds the direct aerosol effect of smoke. This is
mainly because smoke particles acting as IN keep depleting the cloud water at the forward edge of
the lower portion of the frontal system (FS1). For FP2, we only considered the western portion of the
domain (<130◦ E), since it is affected by smoke for a shorter period than the eastern portion of the
domain. DARE from 19 to 22 August causes a significant cooling effect at TOA, apparently due to the
preexisting smoke plumes in the domain. During 19–20 August, the values of TARE are close to zero,
indicating that the indirect aerosol effect compensates for the direct aerosol effect of smoke. This is
actually due to the small amount of CDNC, which promotes the rain formation in shallow convections
and cause cloud layers to be optically thinner. During 21–22 August, the values of TARE becomes
negative. This is because large amounts of CDNC decrease the size of cloud droplets and increase the
albedo of the cloud layers of stratocumulus, which are well mixed with smoke particles.
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By comparing the model simulations against the SRB dataset, our study also demonstrates that
the inclusion of the radiative and microphysical properties of smoke in meso-scale modeling can
improve the simulation of radiation fields. More specifically, realistically modeled radiation fields
require accurate predictions of the amount of smoke in the terrestrial state, the amount of smoke
swirled in cloud layers, and the CCN/IN activations of smoke. Apparently, only a meso-scale model
such as WRF-Chem-SMOKE is capable to achieve this goal.
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